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ABSTRACT

For the massive large-scale visible image data obtained by satellite, unmanned aerial vehicles, and other reconnaissance platforms, if only relying on manual visual interpretation, there will be problems such as heavy workload, low efficiency, high repeatability, strong subjectivity, and high cost, which cannot meet the demand of modern society for efficient information. Therefore, in order to improve work efficiency, it is necessary to study the rapid automatic region localization in large-scale remote sensing images. That will play an important role in change detection, temperature retrieval, and other files. The development and present situation of the region localization algorithms are analyzed. This paper summarizes the development, improvement, and deficiency of the traditional algorithm, as well as the difficulties and challenges. And the authors make a comparison to the deep learning-based methods. Finally, a possible development direction is prospected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Region localization is one of the important research directions in the field of computer vision. The goal of region location is to determine the position of an object region in the remote sensing image. At present, the common localization method is to use the supervised learning algorithm (Bahrami et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2016; Teng et al., 2017) to complete the object region localization in the test set according to the region category and location information training. The task of object region localization is to find out all interested regions in the image and determine their position and size, which is one of the core problems in the field of machine vision. Region localization is used in many scenarios, such as airport, harbor detection. Due to various regions have different appearance, shape, posture, imaging light and shielding factors, region localization has been the most challenging problem in machine vision. In many practical applications, such as small object detection (Elakkiya et al., 2021; Gong et al., 2021), traffic object detection (Fan et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2020), multi-modal object detection (Yin et al., 2018), medical object detection (Xi et al., 2020) and other tasks, data shortage and numerous missing marks cannot meet the requirements of neural network detection.
tasks. And in these applications, the data set differences between categories are bigger, the part of the unlabeled objects seriously polluted the background feature space. The classifier is difficult to distinguish the differences between the known categories and the current object. It makes an error classification, which confuses the judgment ability of the supervision model and leads to the lower accuracy of the model. As shown in figure 1, traditional region detection methods are divided into three steps. 1) Region selection (Tang et al., 2000; Yin & Li, 2020). That is, it uses sliding window to cover a part of the image to be tested as a candidate region; 2) Feature extraction (Guan et al., 2021; Karim et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022). The features are related to the candidate region, such as HOG, SIFT; 3) Classification. It uses the classifier completed by training to classify classes, such as the commonly used Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, Adaboost, DPMC6, RF(Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012) (random forest).

However, these algorithms all need to manually obtain the relevant region feature information from the original image with many limitations (Daura-Oller et al., 2009; Yin & Li, 2021; Zhou et al., 2002):

1. Poor portability. For specific detection tasks, different methods need to be designed manually. For different regions or different forms of the same region, designers have high requirements for experience.
2. The classification of feature extraction and training is a common problem of traditional detection models. If the extraction of artificial features occurs omission phenomenon in the design process, the missing useful information will not be recovered from classification training, thus affecting the detection results.
3. The traditional methods mostly adopt sliding window to conduct traversal search, and divide the image into small blocks of various sizes, and then identify the image blocks. It retains the part with high probability, and merges or deletes the part with low probability. The complexity of this method is high. There are a large number of redundant small pieces, which seriously affect the operation speed, and it is difficult to achieve in reality. Therefore, since the rise of deep learning in the field of target detection in 2013, it has quickly replaced the status of traditional algorithm.

In the traditional object region detection, Fe et al. proposed the Deformable Part Model (DPM) in 2008. DPM carried out performance extension on the basis of HOG and SVM, making full use of the advantages of HOG and SVM and achieving important breakthroughs in image processing, face recognition and other tasks. However, the traditional object region detection algorithm has two main defects (Jiang et al., 2013): 1) The region selection strategy based on sliding window has no pertinence with high time complexity and window redundancy. 2) Features of manual design are not very robust to changes in diversity.

DPM model has high complexity and low object detection speed and accuracy. Although the rise of deep learning has improved the accuracy of object detection, the effect has been difficult to break through. In 2013, Grshick et al. proposed R-CNN (Girshick et al., 2014), whose mAP of VOC 2007 test set was increased to 48%. In 2014, the mAP was increased to 66% by modifying the network structure, and the mAP of ILSVRC 2013 test set was also increased to 31.4%. Since 2014, after Girshick et al. References (Jiang & Yin, 2021; Wang et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2021) put forward the R-CNN that has achieved breakthrough results in the field of target detection, SPP-Net (He et
al., 2015), Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015), Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2017), R-FCN (Dai et al., 2016), YOLO (Cai et al., 2020), SSD1 and other algorithms have appeared successively. Deep learning-based target detection algorithm has become one of the hotspots in machine learning field.

2. TRADITIONAL OBJECT REGION DETECTION METHODS

The traditional algorithm can be roughly divided into two categories: target instance detection and traditional target category detection:

1. Object region detection usually uses the template and stable feature points of image to obtain the corresponding relationship between the template and the object in the scene, finally detect the object region instance. Object region detection only focuses on the region itself. The rest of the objects in the image are irrelevant.
2. Traditional region classification uses AdaBoost algorithm framework, HOG feature and support vector machine, etc. and other methods to detect a limited number of categories according to selected features and classifiers.

2.1 SIFT-Based Methods

The SIFT algorithm proposed by Lowe. It is a widely used key point detection and description algorithm to find the characteristic points which are not easily affected by illumination, noise and affine transformation. In this algorithm, the scale space is realized by using Gaussian fuzzy, the extreme value is detected by the Difference of Gaussian function, and then the unstable points of edge response are screened through the determination of edge principal curvature (Piccinini et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2021). The key points with matching stability and strong anti-noise ability are obtained. Finally, the direction histogram is used to calculate the neighborhood gradient and direction of key points, and the descriptor is obtained.

Through a series of methods, the SIFT algorithm ensures that the extracted features are invariant in translation, scaling and rotation. It is also robust to light, noise and a small number of Angle changes, and has a good recognition rate for partial occlusion. However, SIFT algorithm has such problems as high complexity, slow detection speed, and difficulty in extracting effective feature points from fuzzy images and smooth edges.

2.2 SURF-Based Methods

SURF algorithm is an improved algorithm based on SIFT, and Hessian matrix is the core of the algorithm (Li & Zhang, 2013). The Gaussian filter is used to guarantee the scale independence, and the box filter is used to replace the Gaussian filter to simplify the calculation. By constructing Hessian matrix, the key point location is obtained. In addition, in the scale space, instead of building images of different scales with SIFT, SURF kept the size of images unchanged and only changed the size of the filter, reducing the amount of computation. In short, SURF algorithm uses approximate Hessian matrix to reduce the sampling process, and quickly constructs scale pyramid to realize target detection speed.

2.3 AdaBoost-Based Methods

AdaBoost is a machine learning algorithm based on Boosting. Initially, n samples in the training set are assumed to have the same weight. After each training, it adjusts the data weight in the training set, increasing the weight of the error samples, so that the next classifier can focus on training the error samples. After N training, N weak classifiers are integrated, and corresponding weights are allocated according to the performance of each classifier to form a classifier with high accuracy and low error (Jun-Feng & Luo, 2009).
2.4 Viola-Jones Methods
Viola-Jones algorithm is the first algorithm that can process face detection in real time with better effect. The proposed algorithm marks the entry of face detection into the practical application stage. Viola-Jones detection algorithm (VJ) uses Haar features to describe the window (Viola et al., 2005), reflects the change of light and dark in local areas, and adopts the idea of integral graph to solve the disadvantages of heavy calculation and repetition in Haar feature extraction. At the same time, the idea of cascade is introduced. As shown in Figure 2, VJ arranges classifiers according to their complexity and computational cost. The higher the classification cost, the fewer images they need to classify, thus reducing the classification workload.

2.5 PCA-SIFT-Based Methods
For the existing problems of SIFT, Ke et al. (Ke & Sukthankar, 2004) proposed the PCA-SIFT algorithm. This algorithm improves the last step of SIFT. Principal component analysis (PCA) method was introduced to replace histogram with PCA to reduce dimensionality of description subvectors to improve matching efficiency. Compared with SIFT, PCA-SIFT has fewer dimensions, it is more flexible and variable, and its detection speed is about 3 times than SIFT. However, some information is lost due to dimensionality reduction, which leads to better effect only for representative images, but has some limitations.

2.6 Summary
This paper makes a comparative summary of traditional algorithms. In general, the purpose of these algorithms is to quickly calculate and predict features on the premise of ensuring the extraction of rich and accurate features. However, the features extracted by traditional algorithms are basically low-level and manually selected features, which are relatively more intuitive, easy to understand, and more targeted to specific objects. But it cannot well express a large number of multi-class targets.

3. Deep Learning Methods for Object Region Detection
Since AlexNet has greatly improved the accuracy of image classification by using convolutional neural network in competitions, some scholars have attempted to apply deep learning to the detection of object region. Convolutional neural network can not only extract higher-level features with better expression ability, but also complete the extraction, selection and classification of features in the same model. In this aspect, there are two main algorithms: one is the classification-based RCNN series object region detection framework combining region proposal and CNN network. The other is single stage, which converts object region detection into regression problem (Shi et al., 2021).

3.1 RCNN Algorithm
Region proposal is based on Selective Search algorithm. According to the information of texture, edge and color in the image, less regions are detected while higher recall rate is guaranteed. Ross Girshick et al. proposed the RCNN model. RCNN uses Selective Search to obtain candidate regions.
(about 2000). Then the candidate region size is normalized and used as the standard input of CNN network. Reusing AlexNet to gain the features of the candidate area, the multiple SVM classification and the linear regression are adopted to fine-tune positioning frame (Bounding box).

RCNN significantly increased the detection rate from 24.3% of OverFeat to 31.4% (ILSVRC 2013 dataset), and achieved an accuracy rate of 58.5% on VOC2007 dataset. However, RCNN extracted features from nearly 2000 candidate regions respectively, and there were many repeated regions between the candidate regions, leading to a large number of repeated and slow operation. The average processing time of each image was 34s. At the same time, data storage space is lost much. In addition, the normalization of candidate regions will affect the final results.

3.2 SPP-Net Algorithm

In view of the shortcomings of RCNN in extracting features from all candidate regions, SPP-Net performs convolution operation on the whole picture to extract features at one time. As a result, feature extraction has changed from nearly 2000 times of RCNN to one time for the whole picture feature extraction, greatly reducing the workload.

In addition, SPP-Net added Space pyramid pooling layer (SPP layer) after the last convolutional layer and before the full connection layer to extract feature vectors of fixed size to avoid the complicated operation of normalization of candidate region size. The above two improvements make the detection speed of SPP-Net 38-102 times faster than that of RCNN, and solve the problem of candidate region normalization. SPP-Net has replaced the convolutional network, but its accuracy is almost the same. At the same time, SPP-Net still does not solve the problem of RCNN storage space consumption, and the steps of determining candidate regions, feature extraction, object classification and positioning correction are still separated.

4. GRADIENT PYRAMID MODEL

In order to adapt to the complex environment and data conditions that may exist in the target location, for example, in the visual tasks such as the small amount of data information and unmarked data. Based on the features of the convolutional network structure, it has an internal multi-scale pyramid shape and computes the feature hierarchy layer by layer. The method not only pays attention to the deep semantic information, but also gives consideration to the target’s superficial texture and edge information, and enriches the feature space. We make full use of convolution hierarchy pyramid structure network characteristics, created in all scales with strong semantic features, the gradient in each hierarchy feature map. Through the path of the top-down by combining and transverse connection, gradient pyramid class mapping model was constructed, the model increased the intensity of sexual characteristics under different scales.

In this paper, our structure uses the fused gradient information to understand the characteristics of different dimensions. First, the output of each level after the current image feed-forward calculation is \( \{ C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_l \} \), where \( l \) corresponds to different convolution layers, and the output of each level is directly taken as the returned characteristic map \( \{ F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_l \} \). Because the first layer is too close to the input image and its network discrimination information is insufficient, the first layer is not used. Then, the network calculates the predicted output category \( c \), and calculates the gradient score of each category \( c \) relative to all feature layers, that is, the partial derivative \( \frac{\partial y^c}{\partial F^k_l} \) of output \( y^c \) to the feature map \( F^k_l \) of convolution layer \( l \). The partial derivative information is processed by global average pooling operation to obtain \( \{ \omega_{F_1^1}, \omega_{F_2^1}, \ldots, \omega_{F_l^1} \} \). Where, the pooling range corresponding to the sub-block \( k \) of each feature map is \( (i, j) \), so:
\[ \omega_{F_{ij}} = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{m} \sum_{n} \frac{\partial y^e}{\partial F_{imn}} \]  

(1)

For the different feature maps under each level, the corresponding length, width and channel \( \{ m, n, k \} \) of a single map. Through the activation function ReLU layer:

\[ S^c_{p^i} = ReLU(\sum_k \omega_{F_i} F^k) \]  

(2)

We can get the feature score for each layer of the current gradient pyramid:

\[ \text{Score} = \{ S^c_{p^1}, S^c_{p^2}, \cdots, S^c_{p^l} \} \]  

(3)

In each gradient feature map \( S^c_{p^i} \), we perform a two-step operation. First, it is sampled twice to make it the same shape as the gradient map of the next layer. Then, it is crosswise connected with the gradient intensity map \( S^c_{p^{i-1}} \) of the next layer to enhance the shallow feature intensity and the deep feature intensity for fusion. The operation between each layer is:

\[ S^c_{p^i} = \varphi_{aps}(S^c_{p^{i-1}}) + S^c_{p^{i-1}} \]  

(4)

For the gradient feature map at the bottom, we can get:

\[ S^c_{p^i} = S^c_{p^i} + 2^1 S^c_{p^2} + \cdots + 2^{i-1} S^c_{p^i} \]  

(5)

The high level feature map has more bigger weight than the low level feature map. Because the semantic information of high-level feature map is more concentrated, and more visual structures can be captured. The horizontal connection between layers makes the gradient stronger and stronger. It can be seen that the feature information based on gradient pyramid is more abundant, which provides more judgment basis for image processing tasks.

### 3.3 Fast RCNN Algorithm

Fast RCNN algorithm is based on the SPP-Net, the SPP is simplified to ROI Pooling layer, and the output of connect layers is performed with SVD decomposition to get two output vector: the classification score of the softmax and the window regression of Bounding box. This improvement combines the classification problem with the border regression problem using softmax to replace SVM. All the features are stored in the video memory, reducing the occupation of disk space. SVD decomposition can greatly accelerate the detection speed without affecting the accuracy.

Fast RCNN uses VGG16 to replace AlexNet, with an average accuracy of 70.0%. The training speed is 9 times higher than that of RCNN, and the detection speed reaches 0.3s per image (excluding the region proposal stage). Fast RCNN still uses the Selective Search method to select candidate regions, which involves a lot of calculation. When running on a CPU, it takes an average of 2s to get candidate regions for each image. It can be seen that the improvement of Selective Search is the key to improve the speed of Fast RCNN.
3.4 Faster RCNN Algorithm

Although SPP-Net and Fast RCNN can reduce the workload from the perspective of feature extraction, the slow speed problem of candidate regions selection by Selective Search is still not solved. For Faster RCNN, Region Proposal Networks are used to replace the Selective Search algorithm for the purpose of achieving true end-to-end computation for target recognition. The RPN network maps the pre-scale anchor frame to the original image by window drawing on the feature map to obtain candidate regions. RPN network inputs feature map and full connection layer feature map sharing the calculation. The use of RPN enables Faster RCNN to complete candidate region, feature extraction, classification, location correction and other operations within a network framework.

RPN makes Faster RCNN need only 10ms in the region proposal stage, the detection speed reaches to 5f/s (including all steps), and the detection accuracy is also improved to 73.2%. However, Faster RCNN still uses ROI pooling, resulting in the loss of translation invariance of subsequent network features and affecting the final positioning accuracy. After ROI pooling, each area passes through multiple full connection layers. There are many repeated calculations. Faster RCNN uses anchor point frame to correspond to the original map on the feature map. The anchor point frame, after multiple down-sampling operations, corresponds to a large area in the original map, resulting in a poor effect of Faster RCNN in measuring small objects.

3.5 R-FCN Algorithm

Target detection includes two problems: classification and location problem. The former has translation invariance and the latter has translation sensitivity. R-FCN uses full-convolution network ResNet27 instead of VGG to improve the effect of feature extraction and classification. To overcome the inadaptability of the full convolutional network to translation sensitivity, the algorithm adopts a specific convolutional layer to generate a Position Sensitive Score Map containing the target spatial Position information. The full connection layer will not be connected after the ROI Pooling layer to avoid double calculation.

The accuracy rate of R-FCN reached to 83.6%, and the average cost of testing each image was 170ms, which was 2.5 to 20 times faster than faster RCNN. However, R-FCN needs to generate a channel number that increases linearly with the number of categories before obtaining Score map. Although this process improves the target detection accuracy, it slows down the detection speed, making it difficult to meet the real-time requirements.

3.6 Mask RCNN Algorithm

Mask RCNN is an improved algorithm based on Faster RCNN, which increases the attention to instance segmentation. In addition to classification and location regression, the algorithm adds parallel branches about instance segmentation. The losses of the three are trained together.

The instance segmentation requires the accuracy of instance positioning to reach the pixel level. However, error is introduced into the constant scaling process of ROI Pooling layer for Faster RCNN, resulting in rough space quantization and inaccurate positioning. Mask RCNN proposed the bilinear difference value RoIAlign to obtain more accurate pixel information, which improved the accuracy of Mask by 10% to 50%. Mask RCNN also uses ResNeXt basic network, and the detection speed on COCO data set is 5 f/s, and the detection accuracy is improved from 19.7% of Fast r-cnn to 39.8%.

Mask RCNN achieves the highest level in detection accuracy and instance segmentation. Some of the subsequent algorithms have been improved in performance, but remain at the same level. However, the detection speed of this algorithm is still difficult to meet the real-time requirements, and instance segmentation is still facing the problem of too expensive labeling.

3.7 YOLO Algorithm

From RCNN to Faster RCNN, target detection always follows the idea of “region proposal and classification”. The two training models will inevitably lead to the increase of parameters and training
amount, which will affect the speed of training and detection. Therefore, YOLO proposed a “single-stage” idea. As shown in figure 8, YOLO segments the image into $S \times S$ grid (cell), the grid only is responsible for test center on the goal of the grid, each grid needs to predict two dimensions of the bounding box and category information. One-time forecasts all areas including the bounding box of of target, the target confidence as well as the category complete detection probability.

YOLO adopts cell-based multi-scale region to replace region proposal. It abandons some accuracy in exchange for a large increase in the detection speed. The detection speed can reach 45 f/s, which is enough to meet the real-time requirements. The detection of RCNN is 73.2%, with a large gap.

YOLO greatly improves the detection speed, but there also exists the following problems: (1) because each grid predicts two bounding box with same category, so for center at the same time, multiple objects in the environment have more missed detection; (2) since the determination of YOLO on the positioning box is a little rough, the accuracy of its object region localization is not as good as Fast-RCNN; (3) for objects with unconventional appearance, the detection effect is not good.

3.8 SSD
Faster-RCNN detection has a high detection accuracy with a slow speed, while YOLO detection has a low accuracy but a fast detection speed. SSD combines the advantages of both, and uses the idea of RPN for reference on the basis of YOLO to ensure a high precision detection while taking into account the detection speed. The feature map of specific layer only needs to train object detection of corresponding scale. Therefore, SSD combines the feature map of the high level and the low level, using multi-scale Regression of regional features.

The mAP of SSD can reach to 73.2%, which is basically the same as Faster RCNN (VGG16), and the detection speed reaches to 59 f/s, which is 6.6 times faster than Faster RCNN. However, SSD has the following problems: (1) the small target corresponds to a very small area in the feature map and cannot be fully trained, so the detection effect of SSD on small target is still not ideal; (2) when there is no candidate region, it is difficult to make regional regression, and it is difficult to converge. (3) the feature maps of different layers of SSD serve as independent input of the classification network, leading to simultaneous detection and repeated operation of the same object by different size boxes.

By adding batch normalization, multi-scale training and k-mean dimensional clustering after each convolutional layer, YOLOv2 further improves the detection speed and accuracy. The algorithm can achieve the detection speed of 67 f/s with 76.8% accuracy and 40 f/s with 78.6% accuracy. The performance of this algorithm basically represents the most advanced level in the industry. In the same paper, YOLO9000 was also proposed. The algorithm adopts wordTree hierarchical classification, mixed detection data and recognition data set, and simultaneously trains on the classification and detection data set to realize the detection of 9418 classes. Both YOLO series and SSD algorithms follow the RCNN series algorithm, which first conducts classification pre-training on large data sets and then uses fine-tune method on small data sets. However, the fine-tune pre-training model has the following problems: (1) the pre-training model is often unable to be transferred to specific data such as medical images; (2) the structure of the pre-training model is basically fixed and difficult to modify; (3) there is a difference between the pre-training sample and the final detection target, and the model obtained may not be the best model for the detection target.

4. METHODS FOR IMPROVING OBJECT REGION LOCALIZATION PERFORMANCE

RCNN-based and YOLO object detection framework are two basic frameworks for target detection. Based on these frameworks, the researchers propose a series of methods to improve the performance of target detection from other aspects:
1. Hard Negative Mining. RCNN used the idea of Hard sample Mining in training SVM classifier, but Fast RCNN and Faster RCNN did not use Hard sample Mining due to the end-to-end training strategy (only the proportion of positive and Negative samples was set and randomly selected). Experimental results show that OHEM (Online Hard Example Mining) mechanism can improve the mAP of Fast RCNN algorithm on VOC2007 and VOC2012 by about 4%.

2. Multi-layer feature fusion. Both Fast RCNN and Faster RCNN make full use of the features of the final convolutional layer for target detection. However, as the features of the convolutional layer in the upper layer have a lot of details (pooling operation), the positioning is not very accurate.

3. When extracting the Region Proposal features with the context information, the Region Proposal context information (Yin et al., 2020) is combined to achieve better detection effect.

5. PROSPECT AND OUTLOOK

Deep learning based target detection, which has greatly improved the detection accuracy and speed compared with traditional methods, but still faces some problems.

For small data volume, the current framework may not get good results. At present, most of the algorithms use transfer learning, that is, existing big data sets are used for training, and the trained “semi-finished products” are used for fine-tune operation. If the target data is not in the data set such as ImageNet, the training effect depends on the correlation between the target and the big data set. Although DSOD algorithm designed a zero-based training network and achieved good results, its detection speed is still to be improved.

Deep learning has poor explanatory power, especially at a deeper level. In many cases, it can only rely on tests and experience to guess the reasons for its effectiveness or ineffectiveness. For the middle process, it looks like a black box.

High calculation strength. The use of GPU has improved the computing power of computers, but many operations are still too large. How to simplify and reuse calculation while ensuring accuracy as much as possible may be a point of innovation.

Insufficient use of original information in video, such as scene information and semantic information, results in loss of some effective information.

Whether it is RCNN series or SSD algorithm or not, it is always unable to achieve satisfactory results in the detection of small targets. As far as the current algorithm is concerned, in order to ensure the detection speed, the image of feature pyramid usually reduces the amount of calculation, but this will inevitably lead to insufficient training of small targets on the feature map. For example, R-SSD increases the number of feature maps and loses the detection speed. This problem has something in common with problem (3).

In the future, we will do the following works.

More and more comprehensive data sets. At present, there are two solutions: one is manual annotation. For small data volumes, the operation is simple and can ensure a high accuracy rate. But for large data volumes and accurate annotation of object segmentation, it fails. Another approach is to use parallel vision. it uses artificial scenes to simulate the actual scenes, design and evaluate the model through computational experiments, and perform parallel online optimization of the visual system. If parallel vision is realized, it will solve the problem of insufficient annotation data set and promote the development of target detection.

More computing sharing. Both RCNN series and regression-based detection algorithms are designed to allow the calculation between different ROIs.
How to use contextual information, scene information and semantic information will be an important research direction of target detection in the future. If the idea of parallel vision is feasible, the problems of difficult data set annotation and insufficient data volume will be better solved. In addition, how to better solve the problem of small data set detection which is not closely related to the training set is also a relatively important research direction.
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